
Packet instruction for Physics with Mr. Graff and Mrs. Shade 
 

Week 2 & 3 Assignment: 

Assignments may be located at www.mrgraff.webs.com 
 

 

 

Due dates for packets being returned to the office: 

 

Week 1 & 2 are due at the office by May 8th 

Week 1: (April 20th to 24th) 

Week 2: (April 27th to May1st) 

 

Week 3 & 4:  are due at the office on May 15th 

Week 3: (May 4th to May 8th) 

Week 4: (May 18th to May 22nd) 

Monday April 27th 

 
Watch the video posted on 
the website for magnetic 
properties for this date.  
Use these videos to 
answer the questions for 
the worksheet on 
Tuesday.. 
 

  

 Tuesday April 28th 
 
Complete the worksheet 
on magnetic properties. 

Wednesday April 29th 

 
Watch the videos on 
magnetic inductions and 
Lenz’s Law as listed on the 
website. 

 Thursday April 30th 

 
Complete the Lab as listed 
on the website. There is a 
worksheet for this lab.  If 
you cannot access the lab, 
you can do a video 
reflection worksheet based 
on a video you watched on 
youtube that is science 
related or an article that 
you found on the internet. 

Friday May 1st 

 
Complete the magnetic 
induction worksheet. 

  

Monday May 4th 

 
Watch the videos for 
transformers as posted on 
the website.  Use these 
videos to answer the 
questions for the 
worksheet due tomorrow. 
 

  

 Tuesday May 5th 
 
Complete the worksheet 
on transformer properties. 

Wednesday May 6th 

 
Watch the videos by 
Smarter Everyday and 
complete the video 
reflection worksheet. 

 Thursday May 8th 

 
Watch the PBS 
documentary “Magnetic 
Storm” and complete the 
worksheet. 

Friday May 9th 

 
Continue with magnetic 
storm video. 

 
 
 
Instructions for Packets: 
 

➢ Title the top of each paper as shown below: 

 

Teachers Name:___________________                                               Class:___________   Period:_______     Your Name:__________________ 

 
➢ Answer all questions to your fullest capability and be sure to show all work. 
➢ Staple all work together. 

http://www.mrgraff.webs.com/


 
 
Contact Info.  
Contacts for Mrs. Shade  
email:jshade@tusd.net  
phone: 2096259450   
remind: @shadephys  
Zoom Meetings Code:  317-242-980   11AM – 12 PM 
each school day.  
Please note the following changes.  
No notebook checks, No projects, No tests, No 
Final.  Please complete all assignments!  
Contact Info:   
Contact for Mr. Graff 
Email: fgraff@tusd.net  

Phone: (209) 914-2619 
Office hours are from 9 am to 11 am during the 
weekdays. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

mailto:fgraff@tusd.net










Faraday’s Law 

Go to: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/faradays-law 

Name:___________________                  Date:_______   Period_______ 

Introduction:  

Michael Faraday was an English scientist that greatly contributed to the study of electromagnetism including building 

one of the first electric motors.  He also contributed to how induction occurs.  In this simulation, we will be 

experimenting with the process of induction. 

 

Directions: 

1) Search for the PhET website and go to the simulation entitled Faraday’s Law (html 5). 

2) Click on “Field Lines” to see the magnetic field around the magnet.  Draw a sketch of what you notice. 

 

 

 

 

3) What happens as you move the north side of the magnet into the coil? 

 

 

 

 

 

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/faradays-law


4) How does the Voltage change as you move the south side in rather than the North? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5) What happens if you move the magnet into the coil very slowly vs. very quickly.  What relationship can you 

make between the motion of the magnet and the current produced? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6) Can you produce a current when the magnet goes up and down in the loops? 

 

 

 

 

7) Next try two rings vs. four rings.  What relationship can you make between the number of loops and the 

current produced. 

 

 

 

 

8) Lastly, try putting the magnet in the loops and click the magnet flip button.  What happens as you spin the 

magnet several times? 

 

 

 

 

9)  Look at the Voltage needle as you spin it multiple times.  What type of  current do you think it is producing?  

AC or DC? 



Science Movie Worksheets – http://www.NewYorkScienceTeacher.com/movies 1

Name _______________________________ Date _________ Period _____

NOVA: Magnetic Storm
1. How far down is the Earth’s core?

2. What is the Earth’s core made of?

3. The Earth’s _______________________ is generated in the core.

4. What have scientists recently discovered about the field?

5. The ___________________ is created deep in the Earth’s core.  It streams out 
near the ____________________, loops around the planet, and then runs back 
into the core near the _________________________________________.

6. The magnetic field protects us from _________________ from space.

7. Every few hours, the ______ ejects billions of tons of charged particles – the 
solar __________.

8. The only evidence of the particles hitting the magnetic field are the 
___________ and ______________ lights.

9. In 1996, NASA sent a satellite to ______________.

10. Does Mars currently have a magnetic field?

11. There is a way _______________ rocks can be __________________ when they 
form.  If molten rock cools in a strong ____________________________, iron-
based minerals in it can pick up that magnetism and the resulting solid rock will 
itself be ___________________.

12. Mars began to lose its water and atmosphere about ____________________ 
years ago.

13. Clay contains tiny particles of a mineral called _________________________.

14. Clay does not become magnetic until it is _________________ and cooled.

15. In __________ years, the field has decreased ______%.

16. Its really _______________ inside the Earth’s core that gives rise to the 
magnetic field.

17. The liquid metal in the core is in constant _______________.



Science Movie Worksheets – http://www.NewYorkScienceTeacher.com/movies 2

18. Mars may have lost its magnetic field because its core __________________ and 
became solid.

19. Why don’t scientists think that Earth’s core cooling down is the cause of the 
decrease in strength of our magnetic field?

20. Going back about 700,000 years, the Earth’s magnetic field was 
________________.

21. On average, reversals happen once every ________________ years.

22. On the computer simulation, every time a field reversal was about to happen, the 
strength of the magnetic field would ___________________.

23. Eighteenth and nineteenth century sailors had to know the difference between 
____________________________ north and _____________________ north.

24. During the weakened state of the magnetic field, the Earth may have as many as 
_______ magnetic poles.

25. About __________________ people per year would die as a result of increased 
exposure to radiation.

26. It might be possible to see the _________________ every night.



Section 3:  Electromagnetic Induction and Transformers 

 

Name:__________________                                   Date:__________  Period:_____ 

1) Describe how to create current using nothing more than a wire and a magnet. 

 

 

2) A magnet is moved through a coil with one loop.  What is the affect of moving the 

magnet through a coil with multiple loops? 

 

 

3) Write the equation for Faradays Law and what each variable means. 

 

 

4) Find the voltage produced when a coil of wires that has a cross section of 2 m2 and 20 

turns feels a changing magnet field of 10T/s. 

 

 

 

 

5) Draw the direction of the magnetic field 

around the loop as the magnet moves away 

from it. 

 

 



 

6) The following is a picture of a two sets of wires wrapped around an iron bolt to make a 

simple transformer.  Use this diagram to describe how a transformer works: 

 

 

 

7) If 10 volts in applied to point A, what will be the voltage produced at point B? 

 

 

 

 

8) If 20 volts is applied to point B, what will be the output voltage at point A? 

 

 

 

9) Describe how at Tesla Coil works:  

 

http://www.google.com/imgres?q=tesla+coil&start=239&um=1&hl=en&safe=active&sa=N&biw=1024&bih=571&tbm=isch&tbnid=P_QmlVGpu8jyAM:&imgrefurl=http://www.powerlabs.org/tctheory.htm&docid=cn6sqH0DWmT4sM&imgurl=http://www.powerlabs.org/images/tcdraw.gif&w=296&h=292&ei=vL-VT87GO8KYiAKA4ty0Cg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=90&vpy=109&dur=813&hovh=223&hovw=226&tx=97&ty=116&sig=102235934369501863856&page=12&tbnh=126&tbnw=128&ndsp=21&ved=1t:429,r:0,s:239,i:101


Physics Video Reflective Questions: 

Name:___________________                         Date:________  Period:_______ 

Directions:  Please watch the video attached to the website for the current date and give a thorough response 

below.  Hope you enjoyed the video and learned something cool and inspiring!  You must have a total of 300 

words no less       

 

1) Please give an overview of what the video was about: 

 

 

 

2) What parts of this video did you find to be the most inspirational? 

 

 

 

3) In what way did you see the scientific method being invoked in this video? 

 

 

 

4) How does this video relate to the previous lesson that was taught the other day? 

 

 

 

5) When sitting at the dinner table with your friends and family, what would you like to share with them 

about the video that really intrigued you? 

 

 

 

6) What further questions do you have regarding this video that left you slightly puzzled? 
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